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Following up on his first coaching book,
Coaching Archery, which was written
to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new offering to
archery coaches everywhere. This time,
the topics are on the full gamet of
coaching topics, including:
• The Physical Shot (9 Chapters)
• Our Equipment (10 Chapters)
• The Mental Shot (6 Chapters)
• Target Panic (4 Chapters)
• On Coaches and Coaching
(16 Chapters)
• On Learning More (2 Chapters)
Topics range from the role of emotion
in the making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from
the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach and are looking
for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Put It on My Tab
Magazinestrytokeepupwith the
Jonses, as it were, and we are no different. We have been struggling over how
much effort to put out to be like the
slick online magazines with their animated page turns and lush photography. Since our mission is to provide
high quality information to help both
archers and archery coaches, we haven’t
spent a lot of time worrying about the
getting AFm onto smart phones and
tablets, etc. So, imagine my surprize
when I found out we were in pretty
good shape in that arena. See the
details on page 33.
There is another first in this
issue. We have an article by an individual and about the individual in the same
issue! Larry Wise is the subject of Tom
Dorigatti’s article this issue, namely on
Larry’s Core Archery Seminar, and we

also have an article by Larry Wise on
aiming better with a compound bow.
We have another new author,Stan
Popovich, who is writing about what
he knows, namely the role of fear in
performance. (It isn’t good, if you didn’t know.) He writes about how to rid
yourself of this mental handicap.
I address a common practice in
archery, namely that we will pay for
sound advice, like a Larry Wise shooting seminar, then take the advice of a
random stranger on the shooting line
which potentially conflicts with what
we were just taught. Why we do this I
do not know, but I have tried to
demonstrate that this is not a good idea.
The AER folks follow on their
previous work with an explanation of
why it is necessary for an archer to get
his/her own equipment if they want to
progress past the beginner stage.

Where Are the O-Stylers?

With a few exceptions we haven’t
received much from Olympic-style
archers or coaches lately. I encourage all of you out there who think
they may have some advice that will
help archers or coaches to write
something up. You can also email
me (steve@archeryfocus.com) and
sound me out on an idea if you
don’t want to make an effort without some encouragement. I will
help you flesh out your idea, even
help you figure out how to get paid
more for your work.
We are always looking to hear from
you traditional archers,too.(I have given
up asking crossbowers to write. I can
only beg in so many ways and I tire of
hearing how you folks are
ignored.)

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Contributors
Stan Popovich is the author of “A Layman’s Guide to Managing Fear Using Psychology, Christianity and Non Resistant
Methods,” an easy to read book that presents
a general overview of techniques that are
effective in managing persistent fears and
anxieties. For additional information go to:
http://www.managingfear.com.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has won numerous
local and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently
been learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA
style. He is also the mastermind behind the
archery puzzles you can find in the back issues.

Steve Ruis is an author and coach and Editor
of This Magazine.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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The Larry Wise
Core Archery
Academy Seminar
by Tom Dorigatti
Presley’s Outdoors in Bartonville, Illinois
sponsored a Larry Wise Core Archery Academy
Seminar in July 2011. This two-day course was presented by well-known archer, teacher, coach and
author, Larry Wise. The purpose of this article is not
to give any of you a specific outline of the course, nor
is it intended as an advertisement for either Larry
Wise or Presley’s Outdoors. The intent rather is to
provide you readers with a candid review of the comments from those who attended the course so you can
determine whether this seminar is something you are
interested in.
A week after the course, I sent out a critique form
that contained 13 questions about the course and how
each of the attenders felt about their experiences. You
will notice that there aren’t any names attached to the
comments given. Those comments are anonymous
and will remain so.
It is hoped that you will be able to get a feel for
what Larry Wise’s Core Archery Academy is about
and this review will help you to make a better
informed decision should you have the opportunity to
either set up or attend the Seminar.
Before we begin, I’ll give a short synopsis of what
is entailed in the course. Once again, remaining true
to the intent of the article, this is not going to be an
outline of the course, nor will it offer up any real specific details of the step-by-step course progression.
Setting up the Academy

Larry Wise and I had the opportunity to meet up in
Chicago with well-known coach and author Steve
Ruis. (Steve is also the editor of Archery Focus magazine.) Larry Wise and I, among many others, contribute articles to this magazine. Steve and I had previously discussed with Larry the possibility of a “looksee” of the courses Larry offers for individuals, groups,
6

and archery shops. Larry agreed to give us a “shortcourse” from his “Core Archery Academy.” All three
of us are professional educators. Among us, we have
over 105 years of classroom and/or training and evaluating experience. In addition, we all have post graduate degrees in our fields of endeavor. Steve is a former chemistry professor, Larry a math instructor, and
I’m a former biology, earth science, and French
instructor as well as having experience in the USAF
and private industry with regard to training and evaluating performance.
The first thing for Steve and me to do was to take
a look at Larry’s lesson plans and listing of course
objectives. We were both immediately impressed by
Larry’s thoroughness, organization, and the clarity of
his course outlines. Things are laid out properly, and
they offer several alternatives based upon the level of
students in the course. In addition, the manner in
which the course is conducted is such that no student
will be overwhelmed with information or “things to
do” and “things not to do.” Larry doesn’t teach from a
negative aspect, but rather from a suggestive standpoint. Each item is addressed with information based
not upon opinion or “because this is the way,” but
rather from facts that are based upon hard knowledge
acquired through research and years of experience.
After our review of the lesson plans and some discussion with Larry, Steve and I got our chances for
Larry to evaluate our shooting technique based upon
his Core Archery Theme: “WIN with Back Tension.”
I won’t get into the specifics of what Larry does, let’s
just say that I am so impressed with his techniques,
and learned so much in just this short course that I
immediately realized that, in spite of my years of
experience, I had been missing some key elements:
elements that I thought I knew, but obviously didn’t
know. After we finished our short course, I began the
Archery Focus

easy task of setting up a Core Archery Academy Seminar at Presley’s Outdoors in Bartonville, IL.
Class Size

Class size is an extremely important aspect for proper
teaching and learning to take place. Larry’s class size
has a range from a minimum of 8 students to a maximum of 14 students. This is unlike other seminars
that have minimum class sizing of 20, or sometimes
even more. Obviously Larry has learned from experience that fewer than 8 can lead to boredom because
the student doesn’t have any time to “learn” on their
own before the instructor is back around to visit them
again after helping the others. It is also very tough if
more than 14 students are in the class, because the
instructor just cannot get around the group fast
enough, and the students are sitting and waiting on
the instructor to check them out. By holding the class
sizing within this range, teaching and learning is
maximized with a minimal waste of time (see group
photo below).
Day #1, The “Before”

The Academy is set up for approximately eight hours
on the first day, and six hours on the second day.

There is quite a bit of individual, one-on-one instruction offered as well as photo sessions and in my opinion the most valuable part of the entire course, observation and critiquing of each student by themselves
and their peers. Student are going to learn a great deal
from these critiquing sessions, something you are not
going to get from a one-on-one session with Larry or
with any other coach. In the case of the Presley’s
Academy, we each had 13 other sets of eyes checking
out the photos: Larry Wise, yourself, and the 11 other
students. This is extremely valuable in and of itself.
Larry offers up many things in the course, but
each item is backed up with physical proof of what is
behind it, namely “shooting this shot with proper
back tension.” He really emphasizes building the shot
sequencely from the ground up by establishing proper stance, proper draw length, and then the most
important issue: “proper body positioning and draw
length” in order to allow you to have proper alignment
for the execution of a shot with back tension. This is
presented in an easy to understand fashion and
backed up with proof from other experts, from chiropractors on through to good old Isaac Newton himself. ( You remember Newton’s Laws, don’t you?). I
Continued on Next Page

Back Row: Mike Hinds; George Schimberg; Mark Cooper, Jeff McCoy; Larry Wise; Middle row: Tom Dorigatti, Earl Raymond; Dale Early;
Kneeling: Doug Carney; Brian Kaskavage, Dan Terrill, Mike Vaccaro, Chris Bachman
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won’t reveal the 12 steps in shooting form, all of
which must be followed in their order and no other
order. To do so would ruin things for you.
One-on-one Progression Another extremely
important element is the comparative photo work
that Larry provides. He will take a set of photos of
you with your current form. These are taken from various angles, but all play a part in analyzing “proper
positioning for the execution of back tension.” After
this, Larry will discuss each shooter’s pictures, one by
one in front of the group. You will already have seen
what “proper positioning” should look like, so the
images you then see of yourself and of the others will
trigger a very marked response! After all, a picture is
worth a thousand words and is pretty much undeniable evidence. Larry will then make a few (and I do
mean few) recommendations for changes, if need be,
and list them on your “Core Archery Evaluation”
form. What is so great about this is that Larry will
isolate only key elements and will not hit you up with
a huge list of things. In my particular case, there were
only two Form Recommendations: bow hand positioning with knuckles at 45 degrees and an unexpected draw length increase (which I might add in my
case was pretty substantial, due to some faulty past
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coaching, as well as hard-headedness on my part).
After everyone had been critiqued and the listing
of recommendations had been gone over, each shooter makes, with Larry’s assistance, their correction(s)
to their setups/form and we break for lunch. After
lunch, everyone is allowed to practice their new form,
all the while being monitored by Larry to make sure
you are trying to accomplish what he has listed. If you
are had problems, he offered alternative methods to
help you to make that change. For example, the term
“pulling” can be interpreted differently from person to
person. The day is finished up by progressing through
the 12 major steps on Larry’s “WIN with Back Tension” step-by-step shooting form handout.
Day #2, The “After”

At the start of the second day Larry conducted a short
review of the previous day’s session and then sent us
up to the shooting line. We were told to not shoot a
single arrow until he could stand beside us and watch
what we were doing. We then shot several arrows and
got ourselves loosened up and given time to refresh
our memories of what it was Larry recommended we
do. After shooting several ends of arrows up close,
Larry then began taking pictures of our shooting
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form once again for an “after the change” comparison.
Once this was done, it was a simple process of looking at the “before” and the “after” photos for each student. Those results, once again were startling and will
stick with you for sure!
Interesting Side Note What was interesting for our
group was that in nearly every case, the two main elements were: draw length adjustments, and hand positioning adjustments. For our group, however, only one
of the twelve needed a shorter draw length. Only
three of the twelve needed a longer draw length (me
included and mine was the largest adjustment). The
other eight persons were dead on with regard to their
draw length. However, all twelve of us, according to
Larry and those pictures, needed work on our bow

Archery Focus

hand positioning; be it the angle of the hand, being in
too deep on the bow, or having a “flag thumb,” that is,
having our thumb pointing straight up while at full
draw. having a “flag thumb,” as it turns out, is proof
that the archer’s bow hand is not relaxed and that
there is tension, and resulting in torque built into our
hand. This will cause all sorts of problems with “proper alignment and positioning for proper execution of
back tension.”
After we practiced some more and were given a
final “look-see,” Larry then went into some of the
mental aspects of keeping your form when under
pressure. In addition, he made several points concerning incorporating changes into our shot sequences
Continued on Next Page
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and what to expect. I’ll leave these items out here,
since they all come up in the shooters’ responses to
the critique.
The Critique

I sent out a questionnaire containing 13 questions to
each of the other students about seven days after the
course was completed. Out of the twelve, I got back
nine, which isn’t too bad. Some people just aren’t
comfortable with questionnaires, so this is understandable and isn’t slighting any of those who attended the course who didn’t reply.
The answers are written as received, in bulleted
format. This will allow you to assess what the students
really felt about the course and its content. As stated
earlier, to protect students’ privacy, no names are
attached to the comments. There is no specific order
of the comments or any prioritizing of the responses.
Some responses were duplicated, so I took the liberty
of consolidating those into only one response in this
article. Some appear duplicated, but subsequent comments are important so were left as written.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What was your main objective for attending this
course? (What did you expect to learn?)
Evaluate my form and modify if needed.
I really wanted to check my draw length and
improve my form.
To learn what I was doing wrong with regard to
form and if my draw length was correct.
To further my understanding of how to get my
draw length correct and why my site wasn’t settling down as it should.
To learn my weaknesses and how to overcome
them.
Hoping to find out if I had any bad habits.
Better understanding of back tension.
Is my stance correct for my type of body build?
Why won’t my drawing elbow come around in line
no matter how hard I try?

List 3 – 5 new things you learned during the course
(or as many as you can think of ).
• 60% on ball of feet.
• How arm tension hinders rhomboid rotation.
• Had tension thru my thumb and pinky.
• Over-rotate on my draw side although draw
length is correct.
• My proper draw length.
• To keep my shoulder down.
• That I was able to shoot tighter groups with a two
finger release verses a three or four finger release.
• Hand placement with the release and bow hand.
• I wasn’t as bad as I thought I was.
• How to properly grip my bow.
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• How to make corrections competently and quickly.
• Bow hand positioning and how to feel when it is
right.
• Release hand positioning has to come early on.
• Correct posture.
• Mental approach to shot execution.
• How it feels to execute a shot with back tension.
• The form I have been shooting with for 18 years
is not the most efficient to produce excellent
results.
• He who uses the least muscle wins!
• Having a shooting plan is essential to consistency,
shot after shot.
• I knew my bow hand was an issue but didn’t know
how to correct it.
• My draw length was pretty right on.
• My understanding of posture was and still is an
issue I have to work on.
Was the course worth the investment of your money
and time? Why or why not?
• I think for a beginner it is worth it for the information given.
• The more advanced shooters we had may have had
need for a different curriculum.
• Definitely. Having a qualified individual available
who has produced results with back tension is a
tremendous leg up on the competition when
learning to shoot with this concept.
• Yes, because my intent going in was to make it a
positive experience.
• It was a great experience!
• Never hurts to have a brush up.
• But then Tom D. has always helped me and teaches much the same what we learned here.
• Yes, because I was able to ask questions.
• I was able to achieve better alignment through the
shot.
• Yes, I found what I was looking for in terms of
alignment and BT execution.
• It confirmed what Tom D. preaches to me all the
time.
• It confirmed my suspicions that I was shooting
with arm/hand tension and not proper execution
through the use of back tension.

•
•
•
•
•
•

What adjustments did Larry Wise recommend
you make? Please be specific.
Don’t over rotate the draw side.
Relax the release hand thumb and pinky.
Allow rhomboids to do their job.
Lengthen my bow’s draw length by one inch.
Flatten knuckles.
Lengthened my bow’s draw length by 11⁄2˝ easier
Archery Focus

and more steady. Learning curve will take time!
• My stance and posture were perfect, but draw
length was still short.
• Little finger on release hand was tense.
• Relaxation of the bow hand and quit flagging the
thumb.
• Learn the correct bow grip.
• Watch my left shoulder.
• Move to a BT release ASAP.
• Hand positioning.
• Draw length needs to be shortened to bring my
anchor point closer to the bow. This will ensure
my elbow is more in line with the string and arrow
and will allow for better back tension results.
• Don’t lean back . . . think about the “Archer’s T”
and start drawing the bow while leaning forward
slightly. Then settle back to the T position. This
will correct this tendency to lean.
• Don’t lean head in . . . instead, keep it straight and
bring the string to the stationary head position.
• Hand adjustment for both bow and release hands.
• More relaxed shooting position.
• Lengthened the draw length yet another 1⁄2˝ on
day 2, which makes a change of 13⁄4˝; felt different,
but better than it ever has.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What 2 or 3 things surprised you the most
during the course?
No real surprises since I have read his book cover
to cover several times.
My anchor point was clearly too long for my body.
This should have been corrected years ago.
No pressure approach to the teaching method and
opportunity to practice what was instructed.
How much I had learned from my friends at
Presley’s.
I am not the only one whose bow grip needs fixing.
That my draw length was still too short, but that
lengthening it more got my elbow to come around
in line with the string and arrow.
Larry’s definition of anchor point.
I was over-rotating on draw arm.
How terrible my shafts were flying but still hitting
center.
The “flag thumb” indicating bow hand tension.
The fact that dangling the thumb and pinky on a
BT release almost completely relaxes the release
hand and forearm and you can feel the rhomboids
engage!
21 days of proper practice to in-grain a new habit.
Don’t have to move my head to “get to the string;”
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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it is the other way around; bring the string to my
head.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Would you still take the course if you
had it to do over again?
Absolutely.
Yes, but with a smaller group.
I would want to take the next level.
Yes, and with an even more open mind.
I would recommend it for a beginner
Yes. The lesson plan and teaching techniques are “no
pressure” and having so many others actually helping
you to see your problems is “priceless.” One-on-one
would not produce these sorts of results because you
would only see yourself and not have the experience
of seeing the problems of others and to analyze those
or compare them to yourself.
Are you willing to take Level II
of the Core Archery Academy?
I did not know there was a Level II but if I chose
to take it, it would be with less people in the class,
no more than 5 or 6.
Absolutely.
Certainly, but after I’ve had some time to work on
this new stuff and get it incorporated into my shot
sequence. Then I’d be ready for the next level.
I would like to know what the agenda is prior to
committing.
This was an amazing experience, so I’d really like
to see how much Level II would help me.
Do you recommend this course?
Why or why not?
Yes, it helps to have hands-on help with Larry in
person.
I have already recommended it.
Yes, because there is so much information out there
that we can learn from but not all of it is user friendly.
Yes, again for a person that is beginning archery and
want to significantly improve their consistency.
Yes, because it gets the archer thinking about the
motions instead of simply just going through
them. This is very valuable, because it leads to better consistency shot after shot.
Already have. Course is based upon fact and not
opinion or hearsay.
Absolutely. For all levels, including upper echelon
shooters. It is the little things that count.

Are you willing to make the change(s) recommended by
Larry Wise or will you simply go back to your “old way”
of doing things if results aren’t apparent right away?
• Yes. It will take time to retrain three major
changes: Don’t over draw into stop, alignment, BT
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relax, 60% on ball of feet.
• Will try and do Larry’s recommendations.
• I am making the changes one at a time. Something
he told us was, “A man who chases one rabbit
catches the rabbit. A man who chases two rabbits
does not catch either.”
• Yes, I’m currently working on them.
• No, I won’t go back to the old way. I will be making the adjustments as suggested throughout my
practice schedule.
• Of course! To not would be incredibly stupid!
• I started shooting the way he teaches as soon after
I read his book and before I ever took his class.
• Yes, as Tom D. told me, “Eat the elephant one bite
at a time.” This is the same thing as Larry says
about chasing rabbits.
1How long do you expect it will take for you to make the
recommended change(s) and incorporate them into your
shot sequence?
• Month.
• 2 months given the time I have to shoot.
• Probably a month as I am also working with a
coach right now as well.
• Minimum of 3 months.
• I already have.
• 3-4 months +.
• A few months.
• At least 21 days and more. I also know that, under
pressure, I’m likely to revert right back to some of
the old, more comfortable (and in-grained) things
I was doing for years before I took this course and
learned the “right stuff ”.
Have you taken the time to write down your ‘new’ shot
sequence so that you can practice it?
Why or why not?
• No, not yet.
• No, he handed out a piece of paper that had it all
down step by step. That works for me right now.
• I am developing it with a coach.
• Not yet, work has me buried.
• Yes, I am old and forget easily.
• Not yet. Have been busy.
• I am still using the hand out he gave us.
• I took the handout he gave us and the corrections
that I needed to make and made a new list using
only the items that aren’t “automated”. This slows
me down.
• I’m using one thing: “I will execute this shot with
proper back tension.”
What one or two things did Larry Wise say or do that
really stuck in your mind or hit upon what you were
looking for?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

The grip.
The stance.
The Triangle.
Draw length confirmation.
The definition of full draw position and back tension.
“I saw the shot start when your pinky relaxed.”
That triggered me to consider also my thumb and
what it was doing. By relaxing both, it immediately allowed my rhomboid to fire.
Posture and draw length are keys to correct back
tension.
Developing it to the point where it is on auto pilot
is critical, but it needs to become a habit. I am in
that process of making it a habit.
The simple exercise of getting into proper shooting form . . . brought to by the letter “T.”
Seen the pictures of the whole class was very beneficial, because we had ample time to analyze a
variety of individuals’ form. As I shoot, I will take
the time to take pictures and video and to check
my form and shot sequence.
Raising your bow and have it ready to do your shot
sequence.
Setting your bow hand before hooking up the
release and then setting your release hand at the

correct angle and not allowing either to move as
you complete the shot sequence.
• Not gripping the bow or having your thumb in the
flag position.
• You are more than likely to have your scores go
down some while you are learning this new
process. Your muscles and mind have to get out of
their comfort zone and learn something different.
This will take time and commitment.

•
•
•
•
•
•

What words of advice would you give to anyone
interested in attending the
Larry Wise Core Archery Academy?
Be mentally open for change.
Go with the intention of doing what the man
teaches or you will just be wasting your time and
money. Go if there are no more than 8 people.
Take the course!
Know that you will be instructed on facts and not
opinions.
Have an open mind!
Come with an open mind that your scores will go
down until you have developed the new habits,
and then you will significantly see some serious
results to both your form and scores that will conContinued on the Next Page

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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firm the education to be well worth it.
• Keep an open mind and try what he recommends.
• Don’t listen to other people that have not attended this course (or few others) with regard to “old
school methods” and “has beens”. This instructor
knows his stuff; he has been there and doesn’t
waste your efforts on recommending things that
aren’t going to work.
• You are getting an opportunity to work with one
of the foremost authorities on back tension. He
teaches from fact-based knowledge and not from
opinion or hearsay. In addition, you will work with
seven to 13 other people; work in analyzing their
form before and after the changes, in addition to
yourself. This isn’t available in a one-on-one, and
you will spend way more money on the one-onone. Not so sure that would be as effective as this
group experience.
Conclusion

Well there you have it. I have attempted to give you
background information on the workings of the
course offering. The “players” have given you their unedited response to the questions posed to them about
seven days after they completed the course. I wanted
to give them time to let all this sink in and for them
to digest the information before presenting them with
a course critique. I’ve found from experience that
course critiques are likely to be more valid if the people have time to think about things for a time after
completion of the course.
Some of the key points are worth mentioning
again:
“A man who chases one rabbit catches the rabbit; a
man who chases two rabbits, catches neither.” Work on
one thing at a time and get it in-grained as a habit
before moving to the next item. Or, as I’ve put it in past
articles, “Eat the elephant one bite at a time.” Your
mind can only focus on one thing at a time anyways.
Have a practice plan and stick with it. If you are
working on your bow hand position, then work on
that and that alone. Write it down, then, once the
practice session is over, write down what you did, how
you went about it, and if there was any gain. If you
don’t do this, you won’t remember where you are in
the progression. Keep that written practice journal; it
can become a life-line for instant recovery when (not
if ) something goes awry.
Larry recommended saying to yourself at the start of
every shot sequence when you “re-set”: “I am going to
execute this shot with proper back tension.” Obviously,
if you repeat this often enough and are indeed practicing
proper back tension, it is going to happen more and
more often as time goes on. It is almost as if you are talking yourself into it and then just letting that happen.
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Expect some regression as your mind and body
respond to the new positioning and new muscle use.
One of the students said it best: “I also know that,
under pressure, I’m likely to change right back to
some of the old, more comfortable (and in-grained)
things I was doing for years before I took this course
and learned the “right stuff.”
“Having a qualified individual available who has
produced results with back tension is a tremendous
leg up on the competition when learning to shoot
with this concept.”
“The lesson plan and teaching techniques are “no
pressure” and having so many others actually helping
you to see your problems is “priceless.” One-on-one
would not produce these sorts of results because you
would only see yourself and not have the experience
of seeing the problems of others and to analyze those
or compare them to yourself ”.
A Personal Note As a professional educator and
part-time archery coach, I’m extremely impressed
with Larry Wise’s approach to teaching this course. I
feel it is essential to emphasize one final item based
upon my life-time experience in teaching and evaluating performance: namely what one student said: “I
wasn’t as bad as I thought I was.” I thought about this
statement, and it brought up some training I received
while becoming an in-flight evaluator. It is so basic to
instruction and evaluation that it is worth mentioning
here. This basic principle of instruction and evaluation is so simple, but yet so hard for many “coaches”
to execute when working with people in order to help
them improve: “No matter how bad things may
appear, the person has got to be doing something
right. They wouldn’t have come this far if they weren’t
doing something or many things correctly. It is the job
of the evaluator (coach) to not find only the errors and
offer up means to correct them, but also to mix in the
good with the bad so as not to completely frustrate
the student or person being evaluated. Too many negatives are going to turn the person off and at that
point, you have failed yourself as an evaluator, and the
person that you have evaluated.” (Tom Dorigatti, a
long time ago). Larry Wise makes it a point to only
isolate one or two items that he strongly feels are
causing the platform to break down; he is not going
to overwhelm you with corrections and things to do.
This, as he well knows, is totally counter-productive
and frustrating to the student.
If you are interested in setting up a Larry Wise
Core Archery Academy at a range or club near you, I
offer up the following for you:
Availability You can go to Larry Wise’s web-site
and get his contact information, etc. (www.larrywise.
com/pages/index.html). Plan on contacting Larry
well in advance (three months or more) to get your
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Academy placed on his calendar. Before doing this,
ask around your shop/area and get a feel for how
many shooters are willing to attend. Getting eight
shooters for the course is not difficult. The mechanics
of organizing your list are entirely up to you and the
shop/club that will host the Academy.
Payment Payment for the course is up to the
sponsor. It is highly recommended, however, that payments of each individual’s fees be up front and in
advance. This will prevent people from saying “yes,”
and the course being full up, only to have several people simply not show up at all and leave others out in
the cold. Since Larry is traveling out to your shop, this
could really cause some problems for your shop and
for Larry. Time is money, you know. By paying up
front, the sponsoring shop/club knows that the people are committed. (The money is non-refundable if
the person cancels after a set date.)
Last, on behalf of my fellow students in the
course, I would like to first thank Presley’s Outdoors
for allowing the use of their superb indoor facility.
Without this facility, having the course locally would
have been impossible. I would also like to thank Larry
Wise for his time, patience, dedication and expertise;
it was a great pleasure and a worthwhile venture for
all of us who attended the course.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Do Not Let Fear
Affect Your Archery
by Stan Popovich
Sometimes, fear and anxiety can get the best
of you in the sport of archery. Can fear and anxiety be
completely avoided? Probably not. The key is to know
how to manage your fears and anxiety. Here is a brief
list of techniques that you can use that help.
Let’s start with what you can do if you become
stressed when competing in an important archery
tournament. There are two ways to use visualization
to help: one in preparation and one when you need it.
For preparation, while you are practicing in the days
leading up to the competition imagine yourself in the
championship tournament in front of a large group of
people. Imagine the sounds, the
sights, the pressures, everything,
and imagine yourself relaxing
and shooting confidently. This
will help prevent or reduce any
anxiety you feel during the competition. During the competition, if you feel yourself becoming tense or anxious, imagine
yourself shooting during practice. Imagine strong, powerful, in
rhythm shots. Visualize your
arrows landing in target center.
Such visualizations are not only
relaxing but help imprint what
you need to do for your next
shots. Self-visualization is a great way to reduce the
fear and stress of a coming situation as well as during
the situation.
Sometimes you can get stressed out when a great
many things are happening, seemingly all at once.
Maybe you have an equipment malfunction the day

before the event, or the guy who was going to give you
a ride to the venue calls and cancels. When this happens you should take a deep breath and try to find
something to do for a few minutes to break your anxiety and get your mind off of your problems (real or
imagined). You could read the newspaper, listen to
some music, or do any activity that will give you a
fresh perspective on things. This is a great technique
anytime you feel overwhelmed by events.
Another technique that is very helpful is to have
a small notebook of positive statements (affirmations)
that you can carry around with you. Whenever you
come across an affirmation that
makes you feel good, write it
down in a small notebook that
you can carry around with you.
Whenever you feel stressed, open
up your notebook and read those
statements. This will help to
manage your negative thinking.

“When your fears and
anxieties seem to be getting the best of you, try to
calm down and focus on
the facts of the situation.
Think about the best
thing that can happen as
well as worst thing that
can happen.”
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In every anxiety creating situation you experience, you have an
opportunity to learn what works,
what doesn’t work, and what you
need to improve on in managing
your fears and anxieties. For
instance, if you are experiencing
anxiety and you decide to take a short walk to help
you feel better and it works, the next time you feel
anxious you can remind yourself that you got through
it the last time by taking a walk. This will give you the
confidence to manage your anxiety the next time
around. Writing such things down so you don’t forget
Archery Focus

them is another good use of that small notebook.
Take advantage of the help that is available
around you. If possible, talk to a professional who can
help you manage your fears and anxieties. For example, if you have some general anxieties that deal with
archery, you could talk to your archery coach and he
or she could provide some advice. However, if your
fears and anxieties are intense and recurring your best
bet is to talk to a mental health professional. A mental health professional will be able to provide you with
additional advice and insights on how to deal with
your current problem. By talking to a professional,
you will be helping yourself in the long run because
you will become better able to deal with your problems not just now but also in the future. Realize that
it never hurts to ask for help.
There are many ways to find a mental health professional. One good way is to ask your doctor for a
recommendation. You could also call your local hospital, they should be able to refer you to someone. You
could also ask around your network of people you
know and if see if they have any recommendations.
The key is to find someone that you feel comfortable
with, so you do not rush the process. Like the technical aspects of archery, progress doesn’t occur
overnight. Be patient.

It is not easy to deal with our fears and worries.
When your fears and anxieties seem to be getting the
best of you, try to calm down and focus on the facts
of the situation. Think about the best thing that can
happen as well as worst thing that can happen. Realize that the actual thing that happens is rarely the best
or the worst, but usually somewhere in the middle.
The key is to take it slowly. All you can do is to do
your best each day, hope for the best outcome, and
when something negative does happen, take it in
stride. Take it one step at a time and things will work
out.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Taking Advice
by Steve Ruis
When aspiring golfer Sam Saunders asked
his grandfather to be his swing coach, his grandfather had one requirement to which young Sam had
to agree: “The agreement was that he not listen to
anybody but me.” When your grandfather is
Arnold Palmer, one of the greatest golfers of all
time, you’d have to be nuts to take anyone else’s
advice, so it is curious, at least, that this ground rule
was required.
Apparently golfers listen to all kinds of people
about their game, even when they are paying a
coach to guide them. Unfortunately this is true in
archery, too. Listening to one and all is a bad practice for any student, especially if you are paying for
advice and then throwing it overboard for advice
you get for “free.” Advice from two different
“coaches” could conflict without the athlete realizing it and cause real harm or, at the very least, an
extended period of no progress. Certainly this was
enough of a concern that
Mister Palmer imposed
his requirement.
So why do golfers and
archers do this?
The Coaching Tradition
in Archery

Finding a Coach

This may be the hardest part of all. No one is making it easy to find a coach. There are no clearing
houses that list all of the coaches available. There
are web sites in which you
can find lists, but they are
far from complete. One
such list was notorious for
having coaches on the list
who had long since died,
an indicator that the priority on keeping such lists
up to date is very low.
This supports the
“there was no coaching
tradition in archery” claim. If there were such a tradition, coaches would be easier to find. Take, for
example, golf. If you go to www.PGA.com, click on
“Instruction” and select “Find an Instructor” you
can find an instructor by typing in your location or
browse a state-by-state list of PGA certified golf
coaches. My state (Illinois) had hundreds of coach-

“Apparently golfers listen to all
kinds of people about their
game, even when they are
paying a coach to guide them.
Unfortunately this is true in
archery, too.”

I remember Bernie Pellerite saying in one of his
seminars that “there was
no coaching tradition in archery.” I know that people make all kinds of off the cuff comments without anything to back them up, but in Bernie’s case
he took the trouble to query a large number of students coming through his shooting schools. Not
only did these students not consult archery coaches, it was also quite unlikely that they were ever
18

coached in other sports, too. Now Bernie spends
most of his time on the compound side of things
and there do seem to be more coaches on the
recurve side of things, but still there aren’t a great
many coaches in archery at all, it seems.
Every sport has self-taught participants, but in
almost all of them when the athlete gets serious,
coaches are sought out: Tiger Woods had coaches
(other than his father) as a junior golfer, so did
Kobe Bryant, as did Barry Bonds. This rarely happens in archery, though, as most of us were taught
by friends (I was) or family.
So, this article is about how to work with a
coach, in case you haven’t done so yet.
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es sorted by city with my home city of Chicago
having 27 coaches listed (with contact info, websites, directions to home range, etc.).
Part of archery’s “coaching tradition,” such as it
is, is that instruction in archery is typically free.
This may be a roadblock to
making archery coaching more
readily available. Also, none of
the archery coaching organizations have an annual fee for
being a certified coach, so there
is no financial incentive for the
organizations to provide such
info. If the organizations were
to offer support for coaches
(coach finder services, helpful
tips, etc.) coaches might be
willing to pay a fee to be a
coach, but right now such a fee would buy nothing
and would probably drive coaches away. It is hard
to tell.
So, the approach most people take for finding a
coach is to ask around. They ask the proprietors of
their local archery shop. They call the national
organizations. They call local archery clubs. Maybe
if these folks get enough calls they will seek out the
information you need and have it handy when

other folks call.
Even if you find a coach in your neighborhood,
you are not necessarily “good to go.” Think about
all of the teachers you had in school. Some were
inspiring. Most were somewhat competent. Some
were truly horrible. The same
goes for any set of teachers or
coaches. Because there are so
few archery coaches available,
you will not have a great deal of
choice. (While there are over a
hundred PGA golf coaches in
Illinois, the last list of Level 3
and Level 4 USA Archery
coaches I saw (late 2008)
showed four for the entire state
(one of whom was not actively
coaching). And some coaches
specialize in “the mental game,” or “compound
archery,” or “Olympic-style archery.” The coach
you can find might be a good coach, and available,
but not know much about your style. While you
had no choice whether you were going to attend
high school (it was required) you do have a choice
whether or not to work with a local archery coach.
You are not a captive audience. Which leads to the

“The first obligation of a
student is to try what is
being recommended.
Shooting three arrows
and concluding ‘This
doesn’t work,’ is not a
‘good try.’”

Continued on Next Page

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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question: How does one work
with an archery coach?
Working with a Coach

I do not know any archery
coach who has students sign a
contract for services. Mostly we
reach an oral agreement that is
fairly simple: it covers fees,
times, and places, that is where
the lessons are to be held, when
the lessons are to be held, and
how much they will cost.
The key relationship is between archer and
coach, but if the archer is a minor, the archer’s parents come into the equation.
In archery, seeking out a coach is at the very
minimum a statement saying you need help. Unfortunately too many archers believe that the form of
that help is some kind of magic. Archers buy all
kinds of archery gear because their current hero
uses it. The thinking is the equipment somehow
made that archer successful. All of the evidence
points the other way. It is the archer who makes the
equipment work. If there is an advantage in equipment, it is marginal compared to what the archer
brings. But archers not only think their equipment
is magical but there is some sort of magic in technique, too, as in “If I could just master “back tension,” I will become a champion! Uhhh, no.
Becoming a champion requires lots and lots of
work (except in some competitive categories in
which there are but a few people). A coach can help
you minimize the amount of work but can’t eliminate it. The key is: if you are practicing doing
something wrong, you are making things worse not
better. In that case “practice make worse!” You want
to practice making excellent shots, done correctly.
A coach can help you get to doing things correctly,
so that the many repetitions you make of your shot
in practice, helps you make them in competition.
Your coach should be able to explain anything
he/she is asking you to do. Keep in mind that
detailed knowledge of why a
coach recommends something
is not necessary for an athlete
to know and actually can be a
problem. But until a modicum
of trust is built, archers will
want to ask “Why?” when they
are puzzled. Coaches who
object to explaining such
things, either don’t know why
or are emotionally unsuited to
coaching, both being good rea20

sons to seek out another coach.
Coaches or athletes who get
“huffy” about such discussions
have bigger problems than
archery.
So, if you are seeking the
advice of a coach, the first
obligation of a student is to try
what is being recommended.
By “try” here I mean a good
faith attempt at executing what
is requested. Shooting three
arrows and concluding “This
doesn’t work,” is not a “good try.” If you were
absolutely convinced that some form or execution
change were necessary, how hard would you work
at that? A “good try” is closer to the latter situation
than the former.

“We go so far as to train
all of our young archers a
line to use when they
receive advice from
someone not their coach.
The line is ‘Thanks, I’ll tell
my coach the next time I
see him/her.’”

Receiving “Free” Advice

Now, the question comes up that another shooter
or coach offers some “free” advice. Now, your coach
may not be charging you, but if someone gives you
advice without your asking for it they are being
“free” with their advice. This other person may have
little to no idea of what you are working on or why.
They may have little to no training in discerning
such problems. So, what do you do? The answer is
simple. You take the advice to your coach and ask
him/her what she thinks. If the coach agrees with
the advice, you have a pretty good idea that it was
a pretty good idea. (Be sure to remember to thank
the giver and tell him/her that your coach agreed.)
We go so far as to train all of our young archers a
line to use when they receive advice from someone
not their coach. The line is “Thanks, I’ll tell my
coach the next time I see him/her.” This gets a
young archer off the hook as it were, as older
archers can think younger ones are a bit off putting
if they don’t immediately take the wise advice of an
older, more experienced archer.
The thing you absolutely do not want to do is
to immediately try what is being recommended. If
you are unsure why, think about
it. If Arnold Palmer had to
insist that his own grandson
take only his advice, don’t you
think there is a body of knowledge behind that stipulation?
Don’t you think there is a reason?
There is.
By running all of the ideas
running through your head (or
introduced into your head by

“If you decide to fire, let
go, lay off, terminate,
sever your relationship
with, downsize, walk
away from, etc. your
coach, do it
straightforwardly.”
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other archers) through your coach, you have the
one person who has the whole picture regarding
your training involved. You have a relationship
with that coach. If you introduce another person
into that scenario, you complicate things a great
deal and create the situation that there can be conflict between the two sources of recommendations.
Firing a Coach

trouble saying such things face to face, send an
email, whatever. Just do it.
Be sure to pay any outstanding fees and return
any equipment lent to you. This is not a big deal. If
you think it is a big deal, maybe something else is
going on and you should talk over what is troubling
you with your coach or a confidant. Sometimes,
when we know we are doing the “wrong thing” it
comes up emotionally.

I just read in the newspaper that Tiger Woods has
just fired his caddy of thirteen years service. And it
was a surprise to his caddy. This is a clear indicator
that the relationship had broken down (whose fault
it was is irrelevant to this discussion). Coaches are
hired to be fired. Every coach knows that his/her
students will move on to another. But if the separation comes as a surprise, somebody has screwed
up. If you want to live a good life, let other people
do the screwing up. If you are upset with your
coach, tell them. Tell them why. If the coach is
upset with or disappointed in his/her archer, tell
them so and tell them why. Letting things unsaid
build up doesn’t make anyone happy.
If you decide to fire, let go, lay off, terminate,
sever your relationship with, downsize, walk away
from, etc. your coach, do it straightforwardly. As I
said, coaches know we will get fired. If you have

“One of the very first things to instill
in a student’s mind is that if he is
going to take instructions from you, he
is not to listen to every Tom, Dick,
and Harry self-appointed expert who
comes along. These well-meaning
butinskies can mix your student up to
where it is difficult to get him back on
the right track.”
Clarence E. Love
Professional Archers Association
Instruction Manual
1965

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Aiming Better
by Larry Wise
aiming and sighting. Aiming begins first. Sighting
joins the aiming process after you get to full draw.
Here’re my definitions:
Aiming is the act of acquiring and
maintaining visual contact
with the intended target spot.
Sighting occurs when you involve a reference
device(s) like a sight pin, arrow point,
scope and/or a peep sight
within your aiming process.
To aim correctly you should always begin aiming
before sighting and continue it into your followthrough well after the aperture has left your view.
I train myself and teach my students to visually
acquire the center of the target in Step 5 of their
form, that’s just before
they raise their bow. Target acquisition is then followed by constant visual
contact throughout the
remainder of their form
steps until the arrow
impacts the target.
Sighting begins later,
when the archer reaches
full draw position. Sighting begins when the bow
sight slides into view in
front of an archer’s eye and
is placed in the archer’s
line of sight to the target
center.
While maintaining
visual focus on the target
spot you must raise and
draw your bow, then settle
Let the bones of your bow arm resist the force of the bow by putting into full draw position
them in line. This allows most of your arm muscle to relax. In line leg
Aiming and Sighting
bones support your body all day so arm bones should have no trouble without losing visual conThere’s a difference between resisting the force of the drawn bow.
tact with the spot. If your

Successful archery requires skill in aiming. If
you use a sighting device then you must also incorporate sighting skills with your aiming skills. You need
these skills to complete your shooting form steps and
you need good shooting form to better implement
aiming and sighting skills. It takes a complete package all together to enable you to reach your scoring
potential in archery. And it doesn’t matter if you’re
shooting the Vegas Tournament, the 3-D World
Championships, or hunting deer in a nearby woodlot.
How many archers have you heard say, “I wish I
could aim better!” Here’s your answer for them: there
are necessary form ingredients it takes to aim better.
Please note that at no time will I discuss aiming “perfectly” because trying to aim perfectly builds unwanted muscle tension that
defeats one’s purpose of
hitting the target center.
In fact, good form enables
you to be relaxed while
aiming and that’s how you
aim better and score your
highest.
Archers need to learn
how to improve their full
draw body position, conditioning, and focus and
coaches need to encourage
their archers to do this.
These ingredients, once
practiced and developed,
will lead archers to have a
more stable and relaxed
full draw body position
that results in better aiming.
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the release and into your followthrough. It ends when
the arrow falls into your view of the target center.
Aiming Better

At full draw your drawing forearm should be in line behind the arrow
shaft. In this position your shoulder blade and shoulder are able to
receive the transfer of holding weight from the drawing arm. With the
arm relaxed your aiming gets steadier.

bow’s draw weight is too heavy to allow this you must
lower its draw weight. If you lose visual contact with
the middle for any reason, you’ll need to make some
changes.
Once you reach your full draw position, you must
slide your sight device into your primary view of the
target spot. Don’t look to the sight and then try to
reacquire the spot, as this tends to realign your body
away from your aiming line. Just slide the sight into
your established eyesight aiming line.
Now you’re aiming and sighting. You have both
your body and your bow synchronized. You are visually, physically, and mentally focused on the small spot
you desire to hit.
Finish the shot by doing what you do to execute
the release of the bowstring. Hopefully, you use back
tension and during this execution you never lose visual focus on your target. Aiming continues throughout
Archery Focus

Five conditions affect your ability to aim: bow fit,
sight picture, body position, physical conditioning
and the state of your conscious mind. Optimizing
these conditions will enable you to aim better and
thereby improve your scores.
Bow Fit Your bow’s draw length, draw weight,
and grip compatibility affect how the bow fits you.
You must be sure to properly adjust all of them in
order to optimize your biomechanical position and,
therefore, your aiming.
A major part of your full draw position is your
bow arm. To maximize use of your bone structure you
must line up the bones of the upper and lower arm so
they can resist the force of the drawn bow. This bone
alignment technique works quite well for your leg
bones as they support your upper body weight all day
when you work on your feet. It takes far less muscle to
align the bones than it does to hold your legs in a bent
position or your bow arm in a bent form. Let your
skeleton do the job it is designed to do by setting your
bow’s draw length to allow bone alignment (see
photo).
Another major component is your drawing arm
position. Having your bow set to a proper draw length
will place your drawing forearm in line with the arrow
shaft. If the forearm is not rotated far enough to get
into this position, increase the draw length of the
bow. If your drawing arm is rotated around too far
and beyond the arrow line, shorten the draw length of
the bow. Adjust the bow this way to put your arm in
the best position to transfer the holding force onto
the muscles of your back (see photo).
Draw length is adjusted by using string anchor
pins, cable anchor pins, D-loop length, or by adding
or deleting twists from your bowstring or cables. You
may also have a rotating module that allows for small
adjustments. Switching 1-inch modules is not a bad
idea either, as it will tell you rather quickly if you’re on
the right module before you make fine adjustments.
If you have to make a shorter or longer string to
change draw length then do it. Work done on your
form with an incorrectly set draw length is work wasted.
Do the same with draw weight. Start at a high or
low draw weight for you, make test draws with the
bow level, and make adjustments until you find your
upper and lower limits. Don’t let the bow dictate to
you what you have to do with your form. If you can’t
shoot 70 pounds (and I can’t) then don’t force it on
yourself. Change arrow sizes and get comfortable
Continued on the Next Page
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Draw length adjustment modules make it easy to change the draw
length in 1 or 1⁄2 inch increments. Rotating modules are even easier to
use when properly fitting a bow to an archer.

with a lower weight; 40 pounds of peak weight is
enough to kill a large whitetail buck.
When you get draw length set to match proper
arm position and a draw weight you can manage comfortably you’ll find that your aiming ability is
improved because you are using your skeleton to do
most of the work and you’re now more comfortable.
More comfort means better relaxation and that translates to better aiming.
How your hand fits the grip area of your bow’s
handle is of great importance. I teach my students to
present their bow hand toward the target like you
were giving “stop” signal to an oncoming car. This

arranges the knuckles at a forty-five degree angle to
the bow. Next I tell them to relax their fingers and
thumb because they aren’t going to grip the handle
just place their hand on it. A relaxed hand is the easiest to repeat and delivers the least torque to the handle. A relaxed hand also allows the bow to be free
from the hand and better able to repeat its action (see
photo).
If the bow grip area does not fit the hand properly then change it. Reshape it or make a new one or
buy an after-market grip that fits you so you can place
your relaxed hand onto the grip with comfort. Comfort promotes a relaxed hand position during the shot
that is vital to your success.
Sight Picture When you aim, eye performance
reaches its maximum level. This performance level
involves placing a front sight and a peep sight in line
between your eye and the target. With these three at
different distances only one can be in focus. “Which
one?” is the question you have to deal with and how
you answer it can make aiming more or less difficult.
My solution has always been to use a “circle” aiming reticle for target shooting. My brain tends to center the aiming ring with the scoring rings or spot on
the target allowing my eye to focus on the target spot.
I can see through the reticle circle to the target and
maintain that focus through the release of the arrow
and beyond.

Test several types of sight reticles to find which shape and color gives
you a relaxed view and best focus of the target center. Squinting leads
to face muscle tightness which, in turn, leads to neck and shoulder
tightness. Get relaxed when sighting.

Proper position for the bow hand orients the knuckles at a 45 degree
angle with the bow handle as in the bow to the right. In this position
the forearm is out of harm’s way and the force of the bow is directly in
front of the radius bone in your forearm.
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At any rate, you need to find a reticle that puts
your eye at ease while you’re aiming. Eye tension is to
be avoided as it leads to squinting, contorting your
face muscles, and eventually to tightening neck and
Continued on Page 26
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Two New Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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shoulder muscles. Reduce eye tension by using the
reticle that allows you to relax your eyes and enables
you to focus on the target spot.
Some factors to consider are: size and color of
your aiming reticle, whether it’s a circle or a dot, the
magnification power of your scope, the diameter of
your scope or pin sight housing, the distance between
the sight and your eye, size of the hole in your peep
sight, and the hat you wear to shade your eyes. You
must experiment with all of these to find what works
best for you in all light conditions.
Cooler colors like blue, green and yellow work
better for those who are far-sighted. After learning
this I switched my scope aiming ring to green or yellow with good success. Find the color that you see
best late in the evening after sunset; I like the green
one. That’s the color you should use for hunting.
Body Position Establishing the proper full draw
body position will improve your ability to relax which
in turn will improve your steadiness. Use your skeleton to advantage and you can relax more muscle. Get
relaxed and you’ll be steadier and that means you’ll
aim better.
Proper full draw position demands that archers
have erect posture. That means that your shoulders
are level, bow arm extended, elbow straight and bow
hand relaxed. Your head must be erect and directly
over your spine with your chin level so that back muscles can be better used for back tension and not used
to hold up your head (see photo). On the drawing side
of your body you must have a straight wrist and
relaxed forearm and upper arm. You must carry the
draw load of the bow with your back muscles not your

Standing erect with your head over your spine will help you get the
most from your aiming. With your skeleton properly positioned, including with your shoulders and chin level, all of your limbs will have their
maximum leverage, strength, and stability.
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arm muscles. The best full-draw position for this is to

Pulling arrows with your non-dominant hand and arm can build significant strength in a short time. Tighten your abs and shoulders so you
condition more than your arms.

place your forearm in line behind the arrow shaft.
The Core Archery form model I teach has all of
these attributes. With them you can get optimum
performance from your body because you are using
your skeleton to its best advantage. If you are doing it
right you will carry most of the load with your bones
and allow most of your muscle to relax.
Physical Conditioning If your heart is pounding
it’s more than a little difficult to calm the whitecap
waves in your scope bubble. If you’re breathing so
hard you can barely draw your bow back it’s also difficult to aim. So what do you do? My answer is “get
in shape for archery” by doing a few simple but effective exercises.
Walking One of the best activities is walking.
Making the time, about 30 minutes, to walk two
miles every other day is the difficult part. In fact, if
you can walk every day or five days a week you’d be
better fit for life in general and your archery would
improve because you could better handle the pressure
of shooting. Getting your pulse and respiration under
control will give you great confidence at the beginning or end of any competitive round, or when that
big buck shows up near your treestand.
If you want you can elevate your walking to some
mixed treadmill walking/running. Or you could work
out on a stationary bike. This training, only 30 minutes three or four times a week, will improve your
heart rate and respiration rate while not pounding
your legs and back like running on a road surface
does. Obviously, you can do the stationary bike or
treadmill regardless of the weather outside.
Pulling Arrows You can make some simple
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changes to your shooting routine to improve your
non-dominant side strength (see photo). Pulling
arrows with your bow arm is the first that comes to
mind. In two or three weeks you can significantly
increase the strength in your bow arm, shoulder and
oblique abs by pulling arrows with that side. Just
remember to contract all of those muscles when
pulling and not just your arm muscles; using more of
your body makes it easier and conditions more muscles.
Drawing Your Bow Another simple exercise,
which yields great results, is drawing a bow with your
nondominant bow arm. Start with a lightweight bow
and draw it a few times before and after each practice
session. Gradually you’ll be able to increase that to
twenty draw strokes before and after practice. Move
to stouter bows as you build muscle.
Walking Stick Exercises While you’re walking you
can do some upper body exercises with a walking
stick. Cut a stick about 80 percent of your body
height and 1.5 –2.0 inches in diameter. It can be
thicker at one end if you like; you can use a long shovel handle or a broomstick.
While walking I focus on strengthening my bow
arm side while stretching and extending my drawing
side. The following exercises will do that for you.
Some points to remember are: holding the thin end is
more difficult, hold the stick so the weight is manageable and hold it closer to the end as you get
stronger, and maintain complete control while moving the stick slowly through exercises 1-7.
Here are some ideas for exercises with your walking stick.
1 Side Swing Swing the stick horizontally at your
side keeping it elevated shoulder high.
2 Front Raises Raise and lower the stick in front of
you. Hold one end of the stick and move it slowly
up and down.
3- Side Raises Raise and lower the stick out to your
side.
4 Twist Resistors #1 Hold the stick off-center with
your palm down. Raise and lower the stick while
resisting the rotational force.
5 Twist Resistors #2 Repeat #4 but with the longer
end of the stick held in the opposite direction and
resist the opposite rotational force.
6 Swing Frees Freely swing the stick back and forth
while holding one end with one hand.
7 Golf Swings Swing the stick like a golf club. Go
easy at first, then build to a fast swing back and
forth.
Stretch Band Exercises I use stretch bands every
day for conditioning my arms and shoulders. It doesn’t take much imagination to develop 20 or 25 exercises for red (light weight) and blue (medium weight)
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bands. If you have a file cabinet, you can hook your
bands through the handles and begin your workout.

Attach exercise bands to the different handles of a file cabinet and do
pullbacks at a variety of angles. Face to the side and also away from
the cabinet for more exercises.

I do pulling-type exercises using the three different handle levels on my file drawers. I face the cabinet for some and then turn my back for others and
pull away from the cabinet. You can stand on the band
and do upward presses and arm extensions for others.
If you have a ceiling hook you can do pull-downs.
I fold the heavier blue band and simulate drawing
my bow emphasizing drawing with my non-dominant side (see photo next page). This is a great way to
loosen old muscles before you start shooting every
day. Start your 15 to 20 minute workouts with the
lightweight red band and then move to the heavier
blue band. I like to finish with some pushups.
Conscious Mind Exercises Aiming better requires
better focus of your conscious mind on the act of aiming. In fact, it should be totally focused on aiming if
you want the best results.
If you want the entire focus of your conscious
mind to be on aiming then your subconscious must
run all of the activities needed to cause the release of
the arrow. Practicing at a blank bale trains your subconscious to do this. In practice you must consciously micro-manage a single form element, like bow
hand position, so that the subconscious can eventually take over that task and run it correctly. In fact, the
best way to do this is to close your eyes thereby
removing any visual distractions to your conscious
mind. Then, through the course of 20 days, your subconscious mind will take control over the physical
action making it a learned habit. When you achieve
Continued on the Next Page
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chases two rabbits catches neither.”
If you maintain the goal of just aiming for your
conscious mind then you are more likely to attain that
goal. Focus consciously on aiming and your aiming
will get steadier and more consistent. Your aperture
may not get still, but it will get steadier. Most always
your aperture will not be perfect so we must get comfortable with establishing a “good” aim and rely on
our body position and our form to get the job done.
Conclusion

To aim well and consistently you need the whole
package: body, mind, and bow. If any one of these is
missing then aiming falters. Yes, a good bow can help
but that alone will not complete the deal so I encourage all my archers to also improve their form, sight
picture, and physical condition.
Good luck aiming,
Larry Wise

Standing on the stretch band allows you to do vertical presses. You can
also do side raises to simulate raising and holding the bow up.

this with all of your form elements then your conscious is free to focus fully on “aiming.”
Using back tension to cause the release of the
arrow is important because of the thoughts you don’t
need while aiming. Many archers are caught in the
circumstance of consciously thinking about touching
the trigger at the time of release and, therefore, lose
conscious contact with aiming – their conscious is
redirected to the trigger. Proficiency with back tension execution allows your conscious mind to remain
on the aiming aspect while your subconscious controls
the contraction of your rhomboids. When back tension is used properly there is never a thought about
“touching” the trigger because there is no trigger on a
triggerless release aid.
It requires some time, several seconds, to complete the shot using back tension and during this time
the conscious mind must be deeply involved in only
aiming. Any interference will bring about a conflict of
interest and result in failure to execute the shot properly. Remember the Chinese proverb: “Man who
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She’s come a long way, Baby!

Need a Shoot Timing
System?
We are looking forward to hosting our first
significant indoor competition at our new archery
center, The Chicago Archery Center on Armitage.
We are building target stands and target butts but one
thing that escaped us at first was a shoot timing system. A survey on the internet identified a couple of
dedicated systems but they cost the better part of
$1000 US. Also, I wasn’t all that happy with reviews
of their performance. Then I ran across a system that
is run through a laptop computer with secondary
monitors on the shoot floor. This was interesting but
I was wondering what the costs associated with the
system were. I was stunned to find out the total costs
were well under $100. Interested?
The SAAM Timing System

The State Archery Association of Massachusetts
(SAAM) needed a timing system for its events and
having seen some early systems run from laptop com-

puters were inspired to have Richard K. Hart, a member and engineer, take a shot at developing their own
program. After a period of development, SAAM is
making the program available to others on the internet (at www.massarchery.org/links.html). What Mr.
Hart has done is nothing less than outstanding.
Features Their program, which we are running
under Windows XP but will run under any form of
Windows (XP, Vista, 7), starts with a setup screen (see
photo next page) in which you can choose formats
(both NAA and NFAA), choose how many lines will
be shooting (single or double), whether you are alternating lines (A, B, B, A, A, etc.) or not (A, B, A, B,
etc.), as well as how many practice ends you will be
shooting. You can also create a “time until shooting
begins” countdown timer. Any archer arriving at the
shoot can see how much time they have until the
scheduled time of their line. It also helps the organizers keep track of start times. Mr. Hart also added

The laptop screen and all auxilliary monitors show large countdown digits against a green screen when shooting is allowed, a yellow screen when
you are in the last 30 seconds of any end, and a red screen when shooting is not allowed.
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The large setup screen includes the ability to adjust sound levels, type in messages/greetings to run during breaks, and select every facet of your
shoot structure.

automatic verbal announcements (by his wife who has
a perfect voice for the job) and provided messages that
scroll the screen during the waiting period (Welcome!
Snacks available!) You can write almost anything and
even have multiple messages.
When the program begins it is almost automatic.
It calls people to the line using the normal “whistle
system” commands but using a quite nice buzzer
sound (volume is adjustable). The secondary monitors
show red screens when no one is shooting, green
screens when shooting is allowed and a yellow screen
for the last 30 seconds of each end (see photos previous
page). The screen also displays a count down timer in
large bold letters, so it is much better than just a light
system. It also displays for the archers which end they
are on. If needed you can re-start the timer to any end
or line.
After any end the shoot director can insert and
execute a make up end rather than waiting for a break
or the end of shooting. You can select the number of
make-up arrows and how many seconds to come to
the line. Once the makeups are done, the timer can
jump back to the last end shot so that the tournament
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can resume.
Breaks can also be programmed in as 5, 10, 15 or
20 minute periods during which the software will
begin counting down on the display screens and,
optionally, make audio announcements as well.
Now if it would only sweep up after the tournament.
Physical Setup There are many configurations that
can be created but our first one will be this: a Windows XP laptop with the program installed (and a
backup laptop just in case the first one breaks down),
a 25 foot monitor cable, an audio splitter (or two), and
a set of powered speakers; also we will be using one or
two monitors on the shoot floor. To protect the monitors I am building a 1⁄4˝ thick Plexiglas screen in a
wood frame to place in front. The laptop will have the
monitor cable plugged into its Monitor Out port and
then run out onto the floor to the monitor(s). The
audio splitter will be plugged into the headphones
jack with one branch going to a small pair of powered
speakers and the other going to the audio cable that
was included with the monitor cable. The second
Continued on the Next Page
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branch can be used to utilize the speakers built into
the monitor (if any). If two monitors with speakers
are used a second audio splitter will split the feed to
the two monitors. (You can adjust sound volume with
the computers Volume Control Panel as well as within the program itself and the powered speakers allow
us to boost the sound even more. A VGA Monitor
splitter can be used to connect to the two monitors
instead of one; you just need a couple of monitor
cables. One monitor of the two would face the left
hand side of the line, the other the right hand side.
Costs of the System Now looking at this equipment
list: two laptops (one plus a back up), one or two monitors, a powered set of speakers, cables, etc. you would
think “hoo, boy this is a really, really expensive system.”
Nope, it most definitely is not.
The problem with dedicated systems is that they
sit on a shelf for 360+ days a year and do nothing. Our
two laptops are used every day for other tasks, same
with the monitors and the powered computer speakers. We already have this stuff. What we didn’t have
were the 25 foot cable ($12), the two audio splitters
($3 each), a VGA monitor splitter ($2.85 and free
shipping on eBay), and the Plexiglas box ($16 for the
plexi, scrap 2x4 for the frame). If I make two boxes for
the two monitors, I will be about $50 into the system.
Oh, the cost of the program? Well, it says it is

free, but I will not make the mistake of believing
them. SAAM accepts donations from grateful users
that go to scholarships for their young archers. We
will make a donation because this system has made
shoot timing very, very easy for us.
For more information check out the review on the
Texas State Archery Association website www.texasarchery.org/Documents/Software/SAAM/MassFIA
TT.htm. Then check out whether this system works
for you. Download the system and play with it. It is
quite amazing.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses.Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Vie wi n g AFm on a Tablet
Back in the early 2000’s, when we spent an
incredible amount of time and effort switching over
to PDF format for the online version of Archery
Focus, we didn’t anticipate the popularity of smart
phones and tablets. Since then we have been exploring ways to reformat AF into ePub, Kindle, modified
PDF, and other popular formats to facilitate online
browsing and reading. Well, I got a Barnes and Noble
Color Nook the other day (my son had one and
extolled its virtues, so I bit) and I noticed right on the
opening splash screen that it said “Contains Reader©
Mobile Technology by Adobe Systems Incorporated.” In other words, it can read PDF formatted documents.
Cool.
My question then was: how can I get AFm documents into my Nook? The first thing I tried was opening a browser window and going to www.archeryfocus.com. Bingo! I logged in, no problem, and then . . .
none of the links worked. Arghh!
Not deterred, I opened the Color Nook manual (a
PDF document!) and found that I could load files
from my PC onto my Nook with the included USB
cable. So, I loaded every issue of AFm into the Nook.
I then went to my Library/Documents/My Files and,
lo and behold, there was the folder I had created,
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AFm PDFs. One tap and I could see the folder’s contents. One tap on any issue and, voila, I was reading
AFm on my Color Nook tablet device (see photo).
Unfortunately the links embedded in the more
recent issues of AFm are not active but I could read
everything in the issue, view the pictures, magnify the
small print and scrunch up the big.
Very cool!
I showed this small miracle to our new associate,
Brad Lasater, and he whipped out his first generation
iPad. That device, like my Nook, had Wi-Fi but not
wireless (3G/4G) technology, so he had to port the
issues in from his PC, but he could read issues too,
and with an iPad the hot links work!
So, if you move around a lot and want to have
AFm with you, if you have a tablet device, you are in
business.
If you discover any interesting tidbits about reading AFm on a tablet, please let me (steve@archeryfocus.com) know so we can share the information
with others. I would especially like to hear from any
of you who have the iPad 2 with wireless capability.
Can you download issues on the move? Are the hot
links in those issues (associated mostly with advertisements) active? Let us know. Thanks!
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Emphasizing The
Importance of Having
Your Own Equipment
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

After your students have learned the basics
of shooting arrows from a bow we recommend that
they get their own equipment. Now if your students
are young, the thought of getting their own bows and
arrows can be intoxicating, but recently we have
encountered a great many adult beginners and, possibly because they are paying their own bills, they are,
shall we say, less enthusiastic about spending a couple
of hundred dollars on archery gear. In this article we
will explore this recommendation and your role in
helping them with the transition.

recurve bows because the Olympics doesn’t allow
compound bows.
Spending substantial funds on archery equipment
that will need to be changed in a short amount of
time is not a wise use of your student’s money. Also,
they may not have fully committed to archery as an
avocation and that equipment may end up sitting on
shelf in their garage. These are pragmatic concerns
but there are others concern how you learn to shoot
and shoot well.
Technical Concerns

Common Sense Concerns

Regarding the cost of the equipment, we recommend
that beginners buy less expensive “beginner level”
equipment and not just because it is less expensive.
More expensive equipment can
be more difficult to shoot and is
better left to those more expert.
We also recommend “beginner
level” equipment to beginners
because their archery form is not
yet settled. As they practice and
learn, their draw length changes,
the amount of draw force (i.e.
draw weight) they can handle
changes, and sometimes their
taste changes. Possibly they
thought shooting a recurve bow would be nice, but
they changed your mind when you had the opportunity to try a particular brand of compound bow. Most
of our recent Olympic teams have consisted of archers
who started with compound bows but switched to

An even more compelling case to have one’s own gear
is that equipment borrowed or rented is rarely sized
well for them. Archery class bows are generally of
lower draw weight and of middling sizes. Arrows are
chosen for safety and durability,
that is they are extra long and
tend to be heavier than properly
fitted arrows.
So, why does archery equipment have to be fitted? Basically
arrows and bows and archers
have to suit one another. A bow
that has too much or too little
draw weight is harder to shoot. A
bow that is too short, too long, or
too heavy is more difficult to
shoot. So, a bow must be found that is in a range of
sizes and draw weights your archers can handle successfully and then arrows that match have to be
selected.
The arrows are critical. If the arrows are too stiff

“Spending substantial
funds on archery equipment that will need to be
changed in a short
amount of time is not a
wise use of your
student’s money.”
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they will tend to fly off the bow to the left (for a righthanded archer). If they are not stiff enough (we say
they are “too weak”) they will fly off to the right
(again for a right-handed archery; reverse “left” and
“right” if they are left-handed). The reason for this is
that a bowstring released off of fingers slides off of
those fingers forward and sideways. The arrow is
therefore getting a force applied down the shaft but
onto the outer half. Since the front of the arrow
weighs more than any other equal length segment of
the shaft, it resists movement more than the rest of
the shaft so the result is the shaft bends, first into the
bow and then away from it (see photo below). It continues to flex back and forth for many yards of its
flight! If the bend is not enough the arrow will shoot
out away from the bow (to the left for a right-handed
archer). If the bend is too much the arrow will bend
around the bow and shoot off to the right (for a righthanded archer).
Now here is the key point: arrows can be adjusted
so that their response to being shot is “just right.” But
they must buy arrows that have characteristics that are
very close to the right ones because the amount of
adjustment is quite small. Buy the wrong arrows and
they are flat out of luck; they will not shoot well This
is why we certify AER Archery Instructors as Bowfitters. We are working to get much of this training available online. Check our website for details.
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Tuning In a Bow

A simple way to “tune in” a bow so the
arrows are positioned “just right” is
called the bare shaft test (also called the
bare shaft planing test). This is done by
taking one (better: two) of their arrows and
stripping off the vanes or feathers; they can be
“refletched” later. If they don’t want you to do this to
their brand new arrows, they can approximate this by
taking a short piece of transparent tape and wrapping
it around the vanes of one or two of their arrows.) The
idea is to remove the error correcting ability of the
vanes.

“Now here is the key point:
arrows can be adjusted so that
their response to being shot is
‘just right.’”
To perform the test, first have your archer shoot
until they get warm. Then, shooting at a relatively
close target like 10 yards/meters, have them shoot
three fletched arrows and one (better: two) bare
shafts. If the fletched shafts don’t make a nice group,
it is a “do over;” they must shoot them all again. The
Continued on the Next Page
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advantage of shooting two bare shafts
is if they don’t “group,” then they were
not shot the same and the test must be
repeated because you can’t tell whether
either of them was shot well.
When they get the three fletched shafts to
group and the two bare shafts to group, you can then
interpret the test. Here is a diagram to guide you:

repeated test will land at the same level (up and down)
on the target.
If the arrow rest needs moving, if they took our
recommendation and installed a screw-in arrow rest,
the “in-out” position of the rest can be changed by
loosening the lock nut and either screwing the rest in
closer to the bow or screwing it out farther away from
the bow. If they don’t have such a rest, you may have
to improvise. If a “stick-on rest is being used, you can
move it farther from the bow by using additional layers of double stick foam tape, for example. When the
arrow rest is in the correct position the bare shafts in
a repeated test will land in the same plane (left and
right) on the target.
Making Corrections—Centershot It is strongly recommended that while your students are learning to
shoot your bow, that they use an inexpensive plastic
screw-in arrow rest. If they want shoot with a metal
arrow rest and cushion plunger, they may, but they are
20-30 times more expensive than the quite adequate
screw-in arrow rest and far more complicated to adjust.
Centershot adjustments are made by loosening the lock
nut on the outside of the bow and screwing the rest
closer in or farther out and retightening the nut.

If the bare shafts hit: left of the fletched ones, the arrow rest is too far
to the left or the arrow is too stiff; right of the fletched ones, the
arrow rest is too far to the right or the arrow too weak; under the
fletched ones, the nocking point is too high; above the fletched ones,
the nocking point is too low. Some combination of these effects is common. (For left-handed archers reverse all left and right references.)

Here is what you can learn from a bare shaft test
(all for a right-handed archer, reverse “left” and
“right” if they are left-handed):
• If the bare shafts strike the target above the
fletched group, the nocking point is too low.
• If the bare shafts strike the target below the
fletched group, the nocking point is too high.
• If the bare shafts strike the target to the left of the
fletched group, the arrow rest is too far from the
bow.
• If the bare shafts strike the target to the right of
the fletched group, the arrow rest is too close to
the bow.
• If the bare shafts strike the target anywhere else
except as part of the fletched group, a combination
of adjustments is needed.
The left and right bare shaft indications are
reversed if you are left-handed. And the farther out
the bare shafts are, the bigger the problem. When
both are right, the bare shafts and fletched shafts
make one group.
Making Corrections—Nocking Point Location As a
general rule, adjust the nocking point first. When the
nocking point location is correct the bare shafts in a
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The basic rule when making changes: make them
large (at first). If you are sneaking up an a big problem with itty bitty changes, you are going to be at it a
long time. If their rest is too far in, make a big change
and then it is too far out. Good! You now have outside limits for your adjustments. Split the difference
between those two settings, then between that one
and one of the others until you get what you want. So,
when adding or removing “turns” to your arrow rest,
start with four or five turns, later you can try, two, or
even one turn at a time. But, start with a big change
and retest. If there is no effect from the change,
maybe that’s the wrong “fix.”
If these changes don’t work, then it is likely the
arrows are in need of adjustment or replacement.
Tuning Their Arrows

If you make centershot changes and the arrows don’t
Archery Focus

test any better or get worse when a change is made
that should make it better, it is possible that the
arrows spine is incorrect. The spine of an arrow is a
gauge of its resilience when being flexed, some people
say it is a measure of the arrow’s stiffness. Unfortunately the values are upside down. Having a high
spine value means having a weak arrow and low spine
values mean stiff arrows.
Warning—You should not perform these procedures unless your student’s draw length is settled. To
test this, as them to draw their bow and examine their
full draw position. If they have a close approximation
of good T Form, have them let down and rest for 1520 seconds. Have them draw to full draw again, but
this time you are going to use a marking pen to put a
dot on the arrow shaft where it lines up with the
arrow rest hole. Do this two more times. Then examine the three marks. If they are over an inch apart at
their farthest, maybe the student should practice some
more before you attempt this. If the range of dots is
less than an inch, you are good to go.
Making Corrections—Arrow Spine In making
changes in arrow spine, you again need to consider
their equipment carefully.
• If their bare shafts hit to the right of the fletched
arrows (right-handed archer), even when the
arrow rest is adjusted quite far from the bow, it is
likely that the arrows are too weak (spine is too
high).
• If their bare shafts hit to the left of the fletched
arrows (right-handed archer), even when the
arrow rest is adjusted quite far into the bow, it is
likely that the arrows are too stiff (spine is too
low).
Stiffening Arrows If they need a stiffer arrow, you
are in luck: arrows are easier to stiffen than to weaken. The simple things you can do
to stiffen arrows (in order of the
effect) are:
1. Cut them shorter (a big
effect).
2. Use lighter arrow points (a
smaller effect).
If these don’t work, they may
have to buy new arrows. (Buying
new arrows isn’t uncommon for
beginners, because as they
change draw weight, they need
stiffer arrows to handle the
increased forces.)
The rule on cutting arrows is a little at a time, so
cut a half an inch off of a small set of arrows (include
the bare shafts) and retest. If you cut them too short,
they can only be given away as they will be of no further use. Also, too short arrows are a safety hazard!

Another text should tell how great
an effect was made. Maybe another
half inch cut is needed, or even a quarter inch. If the effect was in the right
direction but small, maybe a larger cut is
needed.
Weakening Arrows Weakening arrows is harder because there is no opposite to “cut them shorter.”
Making them longer will certainly weaken them but
you would have to be a magician to do it! Here are
some basic things you can do to weaken your arrows:
1. Use heavier arrow points (a small effect).
2. Switch to feathers or Mylar vanes from plastic
vanes (lighter vanes weaken arrows—a smaller
effect).
Making Corrections—Draw Weight/Arrow Spine
One of the options you have with modern recurve
bows (and even more so with compound bows) is that
the draw weight can be easily adjusted over a small
range of values. An alternative to adjusting the spine
of their arrows, which requires tools and knowledge
and time, is to use their bow’s draw weight adjustments to make the changes. Here is how it is done:
• If their arrows are too weak (high spine), lower the
draw weight.
• If their arrows are too stiff (low spine), raise the
draw weight.
This is done simply by turning the limb bolts of
the unbraced bow inward (to raise the draw weight)
or outward (to lower the draw weight) and retesting.
Read the bow manufacturer’s instructions to find out
exactly how to do this.
If this adjustment has an effect but after changing
things as much as is possible it is not enough to fully
tune the bow, changing the draw weight farther
involves acquiring new limbs. Moving down in draw
weight is not generally a good
idea because it costs them performance. Moving up in draw
weight can also be a problem
because, if you increase the draw
weight more than just a little at a
time, it can seriously distort your
archer’s form. The rule of thumb
is to change an archer’s draw
weight (upwards) only a little at
a time (two pounds maximum).
If they were planning to go to
higher drawing limbs, this may
be a good time to do it. The general approach is to see
if you can borrow a pair of higher drawing limbs to
test. If the change to more draw weight has no effect
(you made the limb change and retested and no
improvement) then this is probably not the solution
to the problem. If the change does make things bet-

“An alternative to adjusting the spine of their
arrows, which requires
tools and knowledge and
time, is to use their bow’s
draw weight adjustments
to make the changes.”
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ter, they should return the borrowed
limbs and acquire their own, then
acclimate themselves to their new, higher draw weight. Your coach can assist you
in this.
Generally, new arrows are less expensive
than new limbs, but they can get bargains from
other archers who have grown out of their equipment.
A Caveat: Beware Unsolicited Advice

If your archer talks to a more experienced archer
about what they are doing, they may well receive some
advice that typically sounds like this: Ideally, you want
your bare shafts to land a little low and left of the
fletched group (for a right-handed archer, reverse left
and right if you are left-handed). They are not wrong.
For many archers, having bare shafts land a little “low
and left” means that their nocking point is a tad high
and their arrow a tad stiff. Both of these create a bowarrow setup that is somewhat more forgiving of slight
execution arrows by the archer.
But. . . .
But your beginner doesn’t shoot that well yet. And
they may go crazy trying to get their arrows to behave
that way. For right now having their bare shafts and
fletched shafts landing in roughly the same group is
the goal. They can worry about fine tuning later.

Conclusion

A great many expert archers keep a couple of bare
shafts available at all times as they can help diagnose
equipment malfunctions. But if your students are on a
tight budget, they can use the tape trick, or get their
bare shafts refletched so they have the maximum
number of arrows to shoot.
Properly fitted and tuned equipment is a joy to
shoot. And if your archers have such and an arrow
doesn’t land well, it is highly probably due to something they did and not due to their equipment, so they
get cleaner feedback from their shots, an absolute
must if they want to progress.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect
your form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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AER Articles for Archers #7

The Importance of
Having Your Own
Equipment
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
After you have learned the basics of shooting arrows
from a bow we make the recommendation that you
get your own equipment. We have written two previous articles about this: one regarding acquiring second
hand equipment and the other new. (See AFm Vol
14, No. 4 & 5 Editor). Now if you are young, the
thought of getting your own bow and arrows can get
you positively drooling, but recently we have encountered a great many adult beginners and, possibly
because they are paying their own bills, they are, shall
we say, less enthusiastic about spending a couple of
hundred dollars on archery gear. In this article we will
explore this recommendation.
Common Sense Concerns

Regarding the cost of the equipment, we recommend
that beginners buy less expensive “beginner level”
equipment and not just because it is less expensive.
More expensive equipment can
be more difficult to shoot and is
better left to those more expert.
We also recommend “beginner
level” equipment to beginners
because your archery form is not
yet settled. As you practice and
learn, your draw length changes,
the amount of draw force (i.e.
draw weight) you can handle
changes, and sometimes your
taste changes. Possibly you
thought shooting a recurve bow would be nice, but
you changed your mind when you had the opportunity to try a particular brand of compound bow (or viceversa). Spending substantial funds on a bow that you

are going to have to change in a short amount of time
is not a wise use of your money.
Also, you may not have fully committed to
archery as an avocation and that equipment may end
up sitting on a garage shelf. These are pragmattic concerns but there are others concern how you learn to
shoot and shoot well.
Technical Concerns

An even more compelling case is that equipment you
borrow or rent is rarely sized well for you. Archery
class bows are generally of lower draw weight and of
middling sizes. Arrows are chosen for safety and
durability, that is they are extra long and tend to be
heavier than properly fitted arrows.
So, why does your equipment have to be fitted?
Basically arrows and bows and archers have to suit
one another. A bow that has too much or too little
draw weight is harder to shoot.
A bow that is too short, too long
or too heavy is more difficult to
shoot. So, a bow must be found
that is in a range of sizes and
draw weights an archer can handle successfully and then arrows
that match have to be selected.
The arrows are critical. If
the arrows are too stiff they will
tend to fly off the bow to the left
(for a right-handed archer). If
they are not stiff enough (we say they are “too weak”)
they will fly off to the right (again for a right-handed
archery; reverse “left” and “right” if you are left-hand-

“Regarding the cost of the
equipment, we recommend that beginners buy
less expensive “beginner
level” equipment and not
just because it is less
expensive.”
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In a bare shaft test, three fletched shafts are shot as well as one (or better two) bare shafts. If the bare shafts and fletched shafts group then
you can interpret the test. (If not, it is a “do over.”) Typically the bare
shafts will hit to the left or right or top or bottom of the fletched shafts.
Each of these has a cause that, if corrected, will result in better accuracy. Often there is a combination of two effects, e.g. the bare shafts land
low and right of the fletched group. See text for how to address the
needed changes in your equipment.

ed). The reason for this is that a bowstring released off
of fingers slides off of those fingers forward and sideways. The arrow is therefore getting a force applied
down the shaft and onto the outer half. Since the
front of the arrow weighs more than any other equal
length segment of the shaft, it resists movement more
than the rest of the shaft so the result is the shaft
bends, first into the bow and then away from it. (It
continues to flex back and forth for many yards of its
flight!) If the bend is not enough the arrow will shoot
out away from the bow (to the left for a right-handed
archer). If the bend is too much the arrow will bend
around the bow and shoot off to the right (for a righthanded archer).
Now here is the key point: arrows can be adjusted so that their response to being shot is “just right.”
But you must buy arrows that have characteristics that
are very close to the right ones because the amount of
adjustment is quite small. Buy the wrong arrows and
you are flat out of luck. They will not shoot well This
is why arrow fitting services are a mainstay of archery
shops and centers.

ent tape and wrap it around the vanes of your one or
two arrows.) The idea is to remove the error correcting ability of the vanes.
To perform the test, first shoot until you get
warm. Then, shooting at a relatively close target like
10 yards/meters, shoot three fletched arrows and one
(better: two) bare shafts. If your fletched shafts don’t
make a nice group, it is a “do over;” shoot them all
again. The advantage of shooting two bare shafts is if
they don’t “group,” that is land in about the same place
on the target, then they were not shot the same and
the test must be repeated.
When you get the three fletched shafts to group
and the two bare shafts to group, you can then interpret the test. Here is a diagram to guide you (see left).
Here is what you can learn from a bare shaft test
(all for a right-handed archer, reverse “left” and
“right” if you are left-handed):
• If the bare shafts strike the target above the
fletched group, your nocking point is too low.
• If the bare shafts strike the target below the
fletched group, your nocking point is too high.
• If the bare shafts strike the target to the left of the
fletched group, your arrow rest is too far from your
bow.
• If the bare shafts strike the target to the right of
the fletched group, your arrow rest is too close to
your bow.
• If the bare shafts strike the target anywhere else
except as part of the fletched group, you have a
combination of adjustments to make.
As a general rule, we adjust the nocking point
first. This requires tools and/or expertise, so your
coach will help you. When the nocking point location
is correct the bare shafts in a repeated test will land at
the same level (up and down) on the target.
If the arrow rest needs moving, if you took our
recommendation and installed a screw-in arrow rest,
the “in-out” position of the rest can be changed by
loosening the lock nut and either screwing the rest in
closer to the bow or screwing it out farther away from
the bow. If you don’t have such a rest, you will need
help. When the arrow rest is in the correct position
the bare shafts in a repeated test will land in the same
plane (left and right) on the target.
When both are right, the bare shafts and fletched
shafts make one group.

Tuning In Your Bow

A simple way to “tune in” your bow so your arrows are
positioned “just right” is called the bare shaft test.
This is done by taking one (better: two) of your
arrows and stripping off the vanes or feathers. Don’t
worry, they can be “refletched” later. (Or if you can’t
bear to do this to your brand new arrows, you can
approximate this by taking a short piece of transpar40

Adjusting Arrows

Sometimes, no amount of adjusting of the arrow rest
position will give a satisfactory bare shaft test. In
these cases, it is probably because the arrows are too
stiff or too weak.
Stiffening Arrows If you need a stiffer arrow, you
are in luck: arrows are easier to stiffen than to weakArchery Focus

en. The simple things you can do to stiffen arrows (in
order of the effect) are:
1. Cut them shorter.
2. Use lighter arrow points.
You will need help with this either from your AER
Coach or a good archery shop. If these don’t work,
you may have to buy new arrows.
Weakening Arrows Weakening arrows is harder
because there is no opposite to “cut them shorter.”
Making them longer will certainly weaken them but
you would have to be a magician to do it! Here are
some basic things you can do to weaken your arrows:
1. Use heavier arrow points.
2. Switch to feathers or Mylar vanes from plastic
vanes (lighter vanes weaken arrows).
A Caveat: Beware Unsolicited Advice

If you tell an expert archer what you are doing, you
may receive some advice that typically sounds like
this: Ideally, you want your bare shafts to land a little
low and left of the fletched group (for a right-handed
archer, reverse left and right if you are left-handed).
They are not wrong. For many archers, having bare
shafts land a little “low and left” means that their
nocking point is a tad high and their arrow a tad stiff.
Both of these create a bow-arrow setup that is somewhat more forgiving of slight execution arrows by the

archer.
But. . . .
But you don’t shoot that well yet.
And you may go crazy trying to get your
arrows to behave this way. For right now
having your bare shafts and fletched shafts
landing in roughly the same group is the goal. We
will worry about fine tuning later.
Conclusion

A great many expert archers keep a couple of bare
shafts available at all times as they can help diagnose
equipment malfunctions. But if you are on a tight
budget, you can have them refletched so you have the
maximum number of arrows to shoot.
Properly fitted and tuned equipment is a joy to
shoot. And if an arrow doesn’t land well, it is probably due to something you did, so you get cleaner feedback from your shots, an absolute must if you want to
progress.

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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